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A Letter From the Oblate Director — Brother Edmund Ebbers, O.S.B.
Dear brothers and sisters in St. Benedict:
It appears we may be getting closer to the end of this strenuous time of COVID. I
hope, as here at the Abbey, you are finding fewer restrictions as more folks are vaccinated. If
you have not been vaccinated, I encourage you to do so. I have not heard of any adverse
reactions due to the vaccine. The few reports thought to be caused by vaccines were not
founded. I could argue until the cows come home but here is not the time or place.

I hope by July 11 our next Oblate meeting we could be meeting in person, but this
would depend on when the Abbot and his council will open the church. I am also hoping that
by August 7th things will be more open. Whether the Church is open or not the Oblate
Council is planning a day long silent retreat for all who wish to participate. You will see the
schedule soon. This retreat will focus on personal healing through private prayer and group
gatherings.
At this time, I believe we should remember all those having passed during this period
of COVID whether it be of COVID or another causes. We gather as Community standing
with one another and Our Lord. In a sense it is a type of Eucharist – celebration of
thanksgiving to God for holding us and being thankful for those that have passed on.
I was fascinated with what Rule of Benedict and Rule of the Master had to offer in
explanation regarding the Communio. St. Benedict never mentions Mass but does offer a
clue that perhaps the monks only had Communio when a visited by a priest. This Communio
may have been between a prayer time and meal. Perhaps a full Mass may have been
celebrated on Major feasts and Sundays. If St. Benedict followed the Rule of the Master, we
may assume more. I dare not go further on this topic for I am deficient here.
I hope this latter paragraph will give added strength to our coming together for
celebration in person. We all need to get back together after the limited restrictions of the
time. May we all rediscover blessings we felt we lost.
Br. Edmund E., OSB
Oblate Director
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Abbey Archivist’s Report by Father Peter Tynan, OSB
In my last article I wrote that working as an archivist is like putting a jigsaw puzzle
together. Each document or photo is like a piece of the puzzle that when put in place
produces a more complete picture of the monk or the event that is being organized. Most of
these pieces are what I would call ‘evidential-facts.’ They all lead up to a summary of the
monk or event that the old TV cop, Joe Friday, would happily approve. Yet, our lives and the
events we create are more than simple collections of facts. They include stories.
We all love stories. Think of how much time you spend immersing yourself in a story.
The books you read, the television dramas and movies you watch, and all the talk with family and friends. While stories are not always factual – they often include gap-filling guesses
and some exaggerations – they are often insightful. If they were the puzzle pieces, they
would be the ones which fill-in the picture while factual edge pieces set the boundaries.
They are indispensable.
I am currently digitalizing a retreat journal from a former monk of Saint Martin’s,
Brice Abel. He is quite the writer. The journal is over eighty pages. Within are many stories
of his time as a monk during the 1980s. From the unconventional liturgies celebrated by
Father Patrick Dahlquist to the very ordinary daily interactions with the rest of the monastic
community. His stories, while written two decades after the fact and from his perspective,
help give the people and
places more depth. For this
reason, stories are just as
valuable to the archives as
are official documents and
photographs.
If you have some
stories involving Saint
Martin’s Abbey and the
Oblate program, feel free
to submit them. Simply
type the story up and send
it my way
fr_peter@stmartin.edu
This way, we can preserve
a more complete picture of
our blessed life.

Profession of vows 1985 Brice Abel
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From The Hill - Boniface V. Lazzari, O.S.B.
There is a lovely Jewish prayer for the departed that goes in part like this:
Whether we stand in youthful beauty
Or are stooped over by old age.
Death takes us all...
...Yet only the shell caves in.
The actual being remains unchanged.
...the spirit rises up
To its eternal residence in the world to come.
My first experience of a monastic death as a novice was
of a very young monk, barely out of the novitiate,
BROTHER WOLFGANG LUTZENBERGER, who died
of injuries suffered in an unfortunate accident. Our
confrere BROTHER WOLFGANG had not even
celebrated his twentieth birthday when he passed to God.
In early June, the monastic community bade an earthly
farewell to two confreres who, while not "stooped over"
by age, had both lived a long life. Retired ABBOT
ADRIAN PARCHER passed to God in the early hours of
20th May and FATHER BEDE CLASSICK on 26th May,
one day after the feast of his patron Saint Bede the Venerable. ABBOT ADRIAN’s passing occurred when he was
under doctor’s care following an accident; FATHER
BEDE’s death was the result of congestive heart failure.
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Continued From The Hill - Boniface V. Lazzari, O.S.B.
For the first time in recent memory, the Abbey celebrated a double funeral for our confreres. The
Archbishop of Seattle was the principal celebrant at the funeral Mass. The former abbot of St. Paul ’s
Abbey, Newton, New Jersey, where FATHER BEDE has been a monk for about forty years before
becoming a member of the Saint Martin’s community, delivered the occasional sermon. A large spray
of white roses, white football mums, white orchids and snapdragons adorned the sanctuary.
BROTHER AELRED WOODARD, accompanied by a long-time friend of the Abbey on the Abbey
Steinway, sang a moving piece by Gustav Mahler at the Offertory. Saint Martin ’s ABBOT MARION
NGUYEN presided at the final rites in the Abbey Church and at the Abbey Cemetery.
Representatives of the family and friends of both ABBOT ADRIAN and FATHER BEDE were in
attendance, as were members of the Saint Martin’s University community. Attendance was limited
due to Covid restrictions, though the services for our confreres were attended by many virtually, with
BROTHER DAMIEN-JOSEPH RAPPUHN facilitating this in his role of “camera person.” R.I.P.
BROTHER DAMIEN-JOSEPH, who studied at Mount Angel Seminary during the past academic
year, has applied to the Abbot and Monastic Chapter for Solemn Vows. BROTHER PACHOMIUS
HAMOR, who is completing his year’s Novitiate, has applied for first vows. Novice Master, retired
ABBOT NEAL ROTH, and Junior Master FATHER KILIAN MALVEY, have endorsed their
requests to ABBOT MARION, the Abbot’s Council and the Monastic Chapter. BROTHERS
DAMIEN-JOSEPH and PACHOMIUS were recently approved to take vows this Summer. Congratulations!

Brother Pachomius

Brother Damien-Joseph

Two long-time confreres departed their earthly life; two neophyte confreres have expressed a wish to continue
their search for God together with us in community. AD MULTOS ANNOS!
Have a lovely safe Summer and remember us in your prayers as we do you.
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A Story by Oblate Mary Randall.
I once listened to the following Gospel passage:
“The Kingdom of God will be given away from the tenant who does not produce good fruit and given to the
one who produces good fruit.”
What followed next was a very interesting homily given by a young priest who reflected on this Gospel passage regarding his own life as a priest.
When Father Ben was newly ordained, he was given three overlapping assignments. The first assignment
was as a parochial vicar; the second overlapping assignment was head of a one year college for men educated in public school in need of a full year of religious studies before attending four formal years of seminary
training; and the third assignment was director of youth ministry for the diocese he was in. He said, “I
worked for three and a half years, twenty-four seven without murmuring.”
As I listened, I thought, “Any one of these assignments could have stood alone as full-time ministry work!”
Father Ben continued with his story.
“Then one day my Bishop paid me a visit informing me that I was no longer working these assignments. I
was to be pastor of another parish, as the existing pastor was going to Rome for further studies. I was being
stripped of these overlapping assignments by the very people who had given me these responsibilities in the
first place. I asked the Bishop for a few days to think about this.”
“Within that time period,” he continued, “many thoughts entered my mind. Was I being replaced because I
had not done these jobs properly? Was there someone else more qualified than me? Why was I being
stripped so suddenly of these duties? For the first time, I felt like we are diapers, disposable and easily tossed
away. “
Father Ben was not bitter, in his homily, but showed honesty and vulnerability in his sharing. He was revealing through his reflection how human priests are when they, too, are suddenly thrust into new assignments or
adjusting to abrupt life changes.

As Oblates we, too, have to adjust to life changes and life disruptions. But with The Holy Rule as our guide,
we can change vineyards, while remaining in the Lord’s service.
Question to ponder:
“Was there a time in your life when you felt disposable and quickly tossed aside? What changed your mind?
And how was it resolved?”
“May we pray for all priests, with special emphasis, for our dear monks of Saint Martin’s Abbey, as they
persevere as good tenants in the vineyard of Our Lord and Savior.” Amen.
With the Blessing of Saint Benedict,
Mary Randall, Oblate.
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Reflections on Raindrops by Oblate Kathleen Hystad
4-21-2021

Raindrops remind me of Jesus washing away our sins.
Raindrop’s wetness gives me pause to wonder if God sheds tears,
as He sees how so many have turned away from Him.

Raindrop’s diamond-like brilliant sparkle when light caresses it
reminds me of the unconditional love Christ has for us and that
He is the Light of the world.
Raindrops hitting the pavement in a bouncing and playful
dance reminds me of our Baptism and the joy of following
Him and being part of the Christian family.
Raindrops all gathering in a puddle reminds me we are all one
in Christ.
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Oblate Rev. Stephen Gallagher has a book titled A Police Officer’s Devotional.
You can get a copy at WWW.holyheroes.com.
This spiral bound book contains:
Prayers to start and end every shift.
Prayers for eleven different special assignments.
Prayers for continuing conversion and right judgment.
Prayers for those we protect.
Prayers for those who break our laws.
Prayers for those who are addicted and abused.
General prayers throughout the day.
Two complete examinations of conscience.
Scripture to know that God strengthens you every moment.

On the Book Shelf

Reconsidering Jesus of Nazareth by David Keller
Love without Limits by Jacqueline A. Bussie
The Call of Wild Geese by Mathew Kelzer, OSB
Have you read one of these books? Or a book that
you thought was good reading? If so please
consider writing a summary for the newsletter as
an aid to the spiritual growth of other Oblates.
You can email your thoughts to Brother Edmund.
Image found at https://www.luciusbooks.com/sellbooks-to-lucius/
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New Oblate Manuals: We have lots of new manuals put together and they are
ready to go out upon your request and a donation of $20 each. The manual
provides guidance and insight about the duties and expectation of an Oblate of St.
Benedict. Every Oblate ought to have one.

GOOD WORKS
Calling Artisans:
We need clothing for very young children, blankets for children and adults and rosaries and
medals. Some of these items may go to poor countries and others go to homeless and
pregnancy clinics.
Knitting of booties, and hats for infants is an on going charity.
Rosary making materials, are available. Just contact Br. Edmund if you need cord or beads.

Prayer Requests
RIP Oblate Paul Pearson.
RIP Oblate Margaret Mazeski
RIP Abbot Adrian Parcher OSB
RIP Father Bede Classick OSB
RIP Rudy Lopez husband of Oblate Hopie Lopez.
Father Kilian recovering from back surgery
Father Justin healing from hip ailment

Brother Edmund’s brother Tom recovering from knee surgery.
Brother Edmund’s brother Bob recovering from a severe ranching accident.
Homeless and displaced persons
Elderly and unborn.
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July 11th—Oblate Community Sunday
Oblate zoom meeting 1:30
Brother Ramon will be speaking on service.
Oblate Josh Roberts will email you a link the week before the meeting.

August 14th Saturday
Outside silent retreat at St. Martin’s Abbey open to Oblates and others.
From 9am to 3pm August 14th.
Bring a notepad or journal, pen or pencil, breviary or prayer book, brown bag lunch and chair
or blanket. Dress for the weather.

RSVP requested by August 7th.

To RSVP email or call
saintbenedictoblates@gmail.com or 360-970-0464.
If possible get the word out by making copies of the flyer or posting it at your parish. All are
welcome.
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Oblate Community dates for 2021
Sep. 12, Oblate Zoom meeting Sunday 1:30 p.m. (Oblate Kathleen Hystad)
Oct. 3, 2021 Holy Rule Study Zoom 1:30 p.m. pgs. TBA
Nov. 7, 2021 Holy Rule Study Zoom 1:30 p.m. pgs. TBA
Dec. 5, 2021 Oblate Zoom meeting Sunday 1:30 p.m. (Fr. Peter)

Come study the Rule of Saint Benedict on Zoom at 1:30
August 8, 2021 Holy Rule Study Page 7 beginning with question 18.
Oct. 3, 2021 Holy Rule Study Zoom 1:30 p.m. pgs. TBA
Come and study the Holy Rule with Br. Edmund and other Oblates.
We are now using A Study Guide for The Rule of St. Benedict with reflections by Abbess
Emerita Mother Maria-Thomas Beil, OSB of St. Walberga in Colorado.
If you wish to purchase the guide, they are $40 each and please let the Oblate Director know
so they can be ordered. The guide will be very handy to deepen your understanding the Holy
Rule for years to come

Contact information for these events:
Brother Edmund Ebbers OSB
Saint Martin’s Abbey
5000 Abbey Way S.E.
Lacey, WA 98503
Phone: 360—438 –4457
Email: br_edmund@stmartin.edu

A Whiff of Cinnamon By Father Benedict Auer, O.S.B

"The fresh breeze rustles the leaves of the Cinnamon tree."
Lu Chi

I feel the rain
hours before it comes.
The house smells wet,
chairs dampen ‐
invisibly the storm
lays claim to my life.
My fingers swell,
tempest prophets
unscientific, accurate.
Lightning.
Thunder.
My eyes blink ‐
I see selves
fractured by storm.
The heavy air stuffs
my lungs; the wetness
fills my nose.
I smell a whiff of cinnamon
as if a tree grew outside
my window, and I remember

Image found at https://indianexpress.com/article/lifestyle

Saint Martin’s Abbey
5000 Abbey Way S.E.
Lacey, WA 98503

Return Service Requested

Oblates Mission Statement
St. Martin’s Abbey Oblates are people who earnestly seek a more deeply spiritual
life rooted in God according to the Holy Rule of St. Benedict. The Oblate lives
and works in the secular world guided by the wisdom of Benedictine life.

We can be found on the web at https://stmartinsabbey.org

